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The one life for one life that Shi Lan Yue was talking about was to exchange Hong Zhenwei’s life for Hong 

Gao Yi’s life. 

Seeing that Hong Zhenwei was hesitant to reply, Shi Lan Yue sneered, “You can’t spare your life to die? 

Fine, then let Hong Gao Yi die! Take your time and don’t see me off.” 

Hong Zhenwei simply did not pretend anymore. 

“Girl, I came here to give you two hundred million, and you didn’t even let the old man see the face of 

Divine Doctor Mo Lin, so how do I know if someone is really going to save my nephew after I change his 

life for him.” 

“Is that kind of scum even worthy of me to save?” 

Lin Mo followed Ryan in behind him. 

“Maureen, what are you doing out here? I can handle this kind of scum on my own.” 

Shi Lan Yue told Lin Mo to go back. 

“If I don’t come out, you will be poisoned again.” 

As soon as Lin Mo’s words left his mouth, both Shi Lan Yue and Qu Yu Tang felt a sharp headache at the 

same time, and Lin Mo immediately gave them each a Yin Yang Restoration Pill to take. 

“The last time I gave you a few extra pills when I was refining the pills, I didn’t expect them to come in 

handy so soon.” 

The two of them took the pills and within a short while, they both spat out a mouthful of black blood, 

followed by the headache disappearing. 

On the side, Hong Zhenwei’s eyes widened, “High, really high! Is this young lad the divine doctor Mo Lin 

who has recently taken Block 13 by storm?” 

“If not him, could it be you, the pernicious poison king?” 

Ryan, who was on the side, disliked Hong Zhenwei without a good word. 

“How did you know that I put poison on the Maple Leaf coin?” Hong Zhenwei felt incredulous. 

“You love money like your life, how could you willingly give away a huge fortune of 200 million to 

others? 

Obviously you could have exchanged these Maple Leaf coins for larger denominations, yet you went out 

of your way to have your men carry more than a dozen boxes to contain the money, plus you are good 

at using poison, who would dare to accept this money?” 



Lin Mo’s words made Hong Zhenwei completely impressed, even his own men didn’t know about this 

matter, but he didn’t expect it to be easily demolished by Lin Mo. 

He sprinkled blood cancer poison powder on the top layer of each box of Maple Leaf coins, and when 

the money was delivered, Shi Lan Yue and the others would definitely count them one box at a time. 

When turning over the banknotes, as long as the skin came into contact with a tiny amount of the 

poison powder, the poison would enter the body’s bloodstream along the capillaries on the skin and 

subsequently cause blood cancer. 

It just didn’t occur to Hong Zhenwei that only two people had come to the scene to count the money, 

and if they both came into contact with the Maple Leaf coins, they could have been eliminated in one 

go, and the 200 million would still be in his own pocket. 

As for Hong Gao Yi’s death, Hong Zhen Wei hadn’t cared at all. 

“I never thought you would still think of poisoning, dog, go to hell!” 

When Shi Lan Yue learnt that she had once again been poisoned by the blood cancer, she was instantly 

struck with murderous intent and pulled out a dagger from her waist that had been extracted with 

poison and was about to stab it. 

At that moment, Lin Mo stopped her, “Don’t forget that he is the King of Poison.” 

At this moment, Qu Yutang hurriedly came over to control Shi Lan Yue and prevented her from being 

impulsive. 

“Lan Yue, listen to Brother Mo Lin, he is the Poison King, he is the best at poisoning, don’t go near him.” 

“Really a divine doctor, Mo Lin, since you are also so proficient in the way of poison refining, why don’t 

we cooperate, I refine the poison, you prepare the antidote, we will make a fortune together!” 

Hong Zhenwei attempted to enlist Lin Mo with benefits, but he did not know that the last thing Lin Mo 

lacked was money. 

“Fine, then you try the poison I have recently developed first, and I will prepare the antidote for you.” 

When Lin Mo finished speaking, Hong Zhenwei suddenly felt a pill in his throat, somehow, and when he 

reacted, the pill had already melted away with his saliva and was swallowed directly into his stomach. 

So Hong Zhenwei immediately used his fingers to pick his throat in an attempt to spit it out, but it didn’t 

help to get blood out of his throat. 

Hong Zhenwei then began to spurt blood out in huge gulps, scaring his men so much that they left him 

and fled back to the Southern Gang. 

In just ten minutes, Hong Zhenwei was completely dead! 
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The shopkeepers on the street clapped their hands and shouted in praise, now no one would come to 

forcefully buy up the shops on the street, and they could finally do business with peace of mind. 

In these people’s hearts, Lin Mo was not only a divine doctor, but also a hero who helped them put 

down the rebellion. 

“What about these Maple Leaf coins?” Shi Lan Yue asked. 

He saw Lin Mo take out a packet of medicinal powder and sprinkle it on, dissolving all the poisonous 

powder left on it. 

The few men who had escaped were also the ones Lin Mo had deliberately told to go to the Southern 

Gang to inform them before they escaped. 

“Something big has happened! Something big has happened!” 

Several of the men started shouting as soon as they rushed into the Southern Gang, and the members of 

the Southern Gang were asking why Hong Zhenwei hadn’t returned. 

Just now, their gang leader, Hong Gao Yi, had ended up vomiting blood and died because he couldn’t 

wait long enough to be rescued. 

“The former gang leader was also poisoned by them!” 

A few of their men reported back to the members of the gang in a state of shock. 

“Both the gang leader and the former gang leader have been poisoned, I think our Southern Gang is 

finished, and our money is also on the line, let’s all get together for good.” 

“Why don’t we go and join the Chamber of Conscientious People in the western neighbourhood, it’s 

better than what we are doing now.” 

“But the master was a sworn enemy of the Chamber of Conscientious People, so they’d be lucky if they 

didn’t come down on us now.” 

“If we show our sincerity, they will let us in.” 

Another change of power is coming to Block 13 …… 

Newbie Mall No. 403 was back up and open for business, and Street No. 1 was back to its usual bustling 

scene. 

And Shi Lan Yue took out the book, “The History of the Development of Block 13” again and began a 

handwritten record. 

“On August 6, the Southern Gang in the eastern block was officially announced to be disbanded. 

Gang leader Hong Gao Yi and former gang leader Hong Zhen Wei were poisoned and killed by a 

mysterious man dressed in white robes, pacifying the long-standing power struggle in Street No. 1. 403 

Newbie Mall reopened ……” 

“I wonder if the two ladies would like to come back to Block 12 with me, Mr. Ronald has been hanging 

on to you for a long time.” 



Ryan tried to test Master Lan Yue’s attitude. 

“We haven’t thought it over yet, we still need Steward Ryan to give us sisters a few more days to think 

about it.” 

“Okay, you guys let me know anytime you decide.” 

Ryan said and went to work on other things. 

Shi Lan Yue, however, stopped the pen in her hand and stared out of the window in disbelief. 

At that moment Qu Yu Tang came back with Aniya playing, and when he saw Shi Lan Yue who was 

dazed, Qu Yu Tang looked stunned. 

Her delicate figure was hidden beneath her gauzy dress, very attractive, and a pair of fair and slender 

legs were casually resting on a footstool to one side. 

The sunlight from the window fell on the delicate and innocent face, while Shi Lan Yue was pondering 

with one hand on her pen and the other on her cheek. 

This picture is really beautiful! It definitely did not give people any unpleasant thoughts, but instead had 

the bookish aura of a grand dame. 

“Brother Yutang, isn’t my sister pretty!” 

“Of course! Your sister is the most beautiful girl in this world, and the stars are the cutest girls.” 

Qu Yu Tang complimented the two in one sentence, no wonder Aniya was getting more and more clingy 

to him lately. 

When Shi Lan Yue saw the two enter, she spoke what was on her mind. 

“Stars, do you want to go back to Ronald’s father? Perhaps my sister still owes him an apology.” 

“Sister, Father Ronald already has a brother in Zhan Pardon, but Sister only has Star, so Star is not going 

to leave Sister.” 

Ania’s stance was clear, where Shi Lan Yue was, she was there. 

“Just follow what is in your heart, you owe no one anything, think more of yourself and the stars.” 

Qu Yu Tang gazed tenderly at the woman he loved in front of him, no matter what decision she made, 

he intended to support her and protect her unconditionally. 

Even if Shi Lan Yue really wanted to go to live with Aniya in Block 12, he himself would still have the 

cheek to follow her there. 

“I want to stay here, with the stars, with you.” 
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“With the stars, with me? Lan Yue, did I hear you right? You’ve accepted me? Star, did you hear that? 

Your sister said she wants to be with us!” 

Qu Yu Tang hugged Shi Lan Yue and started spinning around and around in circles, happy as a child, not 

caring at all about Aniya’s feelings. 

Ania’s little mouth was almost pouting to the sky, but in her heart she was also very happy for her sister. 

The two of them hugged for a long time before they noticed Ania, and Shi Lan Yue quickly broke away 

from Qu Yu Tang’s embrace. 

“The stars are still here, so pay attention.” Shi Lan Yue had a shy face. 

“Oh yes, I have to find Papa Molin, he said he bought me a new toy.” 

The little one, though young, was very good at reading people’s minds and ran out of the room in a 

flash, creating a space for the two to be alone. 

“Yutang, I didn’t promise you on a whim, I can feel all the good you’ve done for me during this time. 

As for Mr Ronald’s side, the stars have said that he already has Zhan Amnesty as his son, and I still think 

it’s better for us sisters to go out and live alone. 

After all, he’s not our real father, and there are some things that we can’t trouble others with for the 

rest of our lives.” 

Watching Shi Lan Yue tell herself all the words she had suppressed in her heart honestly, Qu Yu Tang felt 

that she had Shi Lan Yue’s attention, so she patiently opened up to her. 

“Lan Yue, you still have this character, unwilling to owe others too much. Sometimes you can be 

appropriately soft, after all, those things are not something that a little girl like you can influence. 

As much as we have to be grateful to Ronald for adopting Star, we don’t owe him anything, because Star 

has given Ronald something wonderful too, haven’t we?” 

“Hmm.” 

Shi Lan Yue didn’t say too much as she buried her head into Qu Yu Tang’s chest, feeling grounded and 

warm at the moment. 

It turned out that letting down your guard to love someone could feel so good. 

The next day at dinner, the two of them emerged from their room with their fingers interlocked, unable 

to hide the smiles on their faces. 

“Looks like I’m going to have to go back and resume my duties myself.” Ryan joked as he looked at the 

loving duo. 

“Looks like I’ll be going back to China by myself too.” Lin Mo also silently echoed. 

“Looks like I’ll be eating dog food every day!” Aniya made everyone laugh at this comment. 



“You little brat, who did you learn that from?” Shi Lan Yue shyly pinched Ania’s little face and angrily 

snapped. 

Aniya gave Ryan a silent look, “Brother Ryan told me to eat dog food everyday, so I learned it.” 

“Hahahahaha ……” There was another burst of laughter from everyone. 

After eating, Ryan reluctantly said goodbye to the crowd about to leave Block 13, Ania was even crying 

and sobbing. 

“Maureen, Yutang, this is goodbye.” 

Lin Mo: “Let’s go, remember to go back and eat more loin.” 

Ryan puffed up in anger, this Molin didn’t forget to make jokes about himself even before he left. 

“Brother Ryan, remember to visit our family when you have time.” 

Qu Yu Tang didn’t forget to stuff a handful of dog food for Ryan at this point, were these two still 

considered friends after all? 

“Hehehe, then I wish you guys have your third child soon, tired of you!” Ryan sent his blessing. 

“Not tired! It’s not like I have weak kidneys.” Quyutang said with a roll of his eyes. 

A few adults joked around without a care in the world, while Ania’s eyes were swollen with tears …… 

Only Aniya was truly sincere in her feelings and couldn’t let Ryan go. 

“Don’t cry Ania, brother Ryan will visit you sometime with father Ronald, you have to be good and listen 

to your sister know?” 

Ania nodded as she wiped her tears, “Brother Ryan needs to let Father Ronald sleep more, my brother is 

too wrapped up in Father.” 

“Don’t worry, young Master Show Pardon will be in my hands from now on. Miss Ania, butler Ryan is 

going back to resume his duties!” 

With a solemn salute for Ania, Ryan boarded the boat at the dock and left. 
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“Since you two lovers are finally married, I will also take my leave for now.” 

“Brother Maureen, are you leaving Block 13 as well?” 

“That’s not true, I still have to track down a batch of supplies in Block 13.” 

Shi Lan Yue said, “Is it the batch from the Hongmen Guangde Hall?” 

“You still remember.” 



“Of course, that was the largest amount of money ever traded in Block 13, a ceremony that voluminous 

will never be forgotten in this lifetime.” 

“Yes, that’s why I had to track it back.” 

This statement sparked great interest in Shi Lan Yue: “What exactly is your relationship with the 

overseas Hong Clan?” 

“You don’t need to know this, it’s useless to know.” 

Shi Lan Yue was exasperated, pulling Ania with one hand and tugging Qu Yu Tang’s arm with the other to 

go back to the shop. 

Qu Yutang turned back to make a helpless look, and Lin Mo smiled and waved goodbye. 

Thinking about what Shi Lan Yue had just asked himself, Lin Mo couldn’t help but feel emotional. 

One of his own identities was that of the Hongmen’s Seventh Hall, Guangde Hall, and hadn’t he initially 

come to this Western Wanxiang Islands just to track down this lost shipment? 

Then he traced it all the way to Death Island and Block 13, targeting the Human Snake Organization, but 

found no more traces or clues of that shipment. 

Now that the snake group had been destroyed, the trail was broken, but if we gave up, what we had 

gone through would be meaningless. 

One could not give up halfway. 

Lin Mo began to recall the clues provided by Shi Lan Yue earlier. 

“That transaction took place at Auction House Thirteen in the centre of Block Thirteen. 

And Auction House Thirteen is one of the main properties belonging to the Block Thirteen Escort.” 

It seemed that another trip to Qinmen was needed. 

With the token given by Qin Gate in hand, Lin Mo once again arrived at the territory under the 

jurisdiction of the Block 13 Escort without any problems. 

When he saw Qin Men, Lin Mo got straight to the point. 

“Help me investigate one thing, a previous transaction of Maple Leaf Coin materials worth 

approximately 150 million dollars at the 13th Auction House under your jurisdiction.” 

Hearing Lin Mo’s words, Qin Men was surprised. 

“Brother Mo Lin, that shipment of supplies was related to Guangde Hall.” 

“Yes, that was a huge shipment of material that was lost by the Hongmen Guangde Hall before, which 

was hijacked by people of unknown origin while being transported overseas. 

Now that I’ve gotten a clue that the shipment had been auctioned off at Auction House 13, I need to 

know who bought that shipment.” 



As it had been a bit long, Qin Men lit a cigarette and recalled it carefully. 

“It occurred to me that the auction started at eight in the morning, and as the price went up, the 

Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce from the western block suddenly arrived at twelve noon and 

auctioned off the lot for 150 million Maple Leaf Coins.” 

“The Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce? Is that the Chamber of Commerce that was fighting 

with the Southern Gang before?” 

“Yes. I heard that you disbanded the Southern Gang?” 

The corner of Lin Mo’s mouth curled, “It was just a casual matter, they hurt my friends.” 

Qin Men was expected to do so, after all, he had already seen Lin Mo’s superb force and supreme 

medical skills with his own eyes before. 

“Brother Molin, you stay with the escort first, leave this matter to me to investigate, we have detailed 

records of all the past transactions of the auction house here, it should not be difficult to go and retrieve 

the final destination of this batch of supplies.” 

“Then I’ll be grateful to Captain Qin.” 

“What do you mean, I should have found out about this matter even if you didn’t mention it.” 

Qin Men arranged for his men to head to the Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce when Lin Mo 

called out to stop Qin Men. 

“If that Chamber of Commerce doesn’t know any better, just say that Mo Lin has just helped him 

destroy a deadly rival, does he want to return this favour?” 

Qinmen expressed his understanding that if that Chamber of Commerce really didn’t want to be 

truthful, he would take care of them first without Lin Mo having to do it himself. 

The western block. 

“How did Captain Qinmen find the time to personally visit the Chamber of Commerce?” 

The steward of the Chamber of Conscientious People saw from afar the block guard captain, Qin Men, 

with several elite teams, heading straight for the Chamber’s gates. 
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It looked like they had come to pick a fight, but didn’t this Qin Clan already have nothing to do with the 

world? Does it mean that it wants to start fighting for power again? 

“Have your president come out to see me.” 

Qin Men said as he domineeringly led his escort to step into the Chamber’s gates, as if he was returning 

to his own home. 



The Chamber’s steward hurriedly trotted up, “Captain Qinmen, take a rest in the hall first, I will 

immediately go and ask the chairman to come see you.” 

Seeing that the situation was not right, the steward immediately asked his subordinates to inform all 

members of the Chamber to come and gather at the Chamber and rush to the President’s residence. 

Within a short while, the hall was filled with all the principals of the Chamber of Conscientious People as 

well as the Chamber’s president, Shen Feng. 

“I wonder if Captain Qin Gate has suddenly visited my Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce, is it 

because we have offended the escort team somewhere?” 

Shen Feng suppressed his inner panic and greeted politely with a smile on his face. 

Who didn’t know that the Block 13 Escort Team, the Qin Clan, was the number one power in Block 13? 

Apart from the forty-nine streets that were free from the law, which force must not give a lower head to 

the escort team. 

Now the Qin Clan, which had always been idle, suddenly came to the door fully armed, which made 

anyone look like an enemy. 

“Without further ado, where did you get that overseas shipment of supplies worth over 100 million after 

it was auctioned off by you?” 

Qin Men bluntly stated the reason for coming. 

As soon as Shen Feng heard this, he immediately wiped the cold sweat that Ben had not yet left behind. 

“Captain Qinmen, that was a long time ago, is there something wrong now?” 

“That shipment of supplies came from an unknown source, and now it needs to be recalled 

immediately.” 

“Captain, how can it be from an unknown source? It was made very clear at the auction that it was 

specially shipped back to Block 13 for auction by a merchant from overseas, and the pa*s and shipping 

papers were all very complete.” 

“Cut the crap, no problem old man to come over and investigate you personally?” 

Shen Feng was so scared that he didn’t dare to continue. 

“You better explain clearly, that batch of supplies, is not something you can keep to yourself, if you mess 

with the forces behind that batch of supplies, not to mention you a small conscientious person Chamber 

of Commerce, the entire Block 13 will have to pay for it!” 

“That batch of supplies …… has been resold to …… Block Four by me.” 

Shen Feng did not dare to look at Qin Men, afraid that he would be eaten alive by him in the next 

second. 

“Good boy! Don’t you know the strict orders of Auction House 13? How dare you sell to Block Four 

privately without pa*sing the guard’s scrutiny! 



If you can’t find that shipment of supplies, you can prepare for the aftermath, come with me.” 

Two members of the escort team set Shen Feng up, and Qin Men led the escort team to break through 

the door, leaving each of the terrified conscience chambers frozen in place. 

Back at the escort, Qin Men and Lin Mo repeated what they had just said to Shen Feng. 

“This is Shen Feng, the president of the Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce. At that time, he was 

the one who auctioned off that batch of supplies and sold them to Block 4 for personal gain. 

Brother Molin, I’ll bring him in, so you can question him in more detail if you don’t understand 

anything.” 

Qin Men pushed Shen Feng in front of Lin Mo with one hand. 

Looking at the terrified Shen Feng, Lin Mo sighed. 

“It seems that I will need to take a trip to Block 4 myself, would you like to accompany me?” 

When Shen Feng saw Lin Mo, who had a powerful aura in front of him, a heavy sense of oppression rose 

around him, thinking that this must be the force behind that shipment of supplies. 

“At your disposal at all times.” Shen Feng replied obediently. 

“As for that Conscientious Man Chamber of Commerce, you can just punish it according to the rules of 

the escort.” Lin Mo said to Qin Men. 

Shen Feng secretly thought to himself, even Qinmen obeyed him, so it seemed that this person was 

definitely not someone he could mess with either. 

Having arranged everything, Lin Mo was ready to move and take Shen Feng to Block 4. 

Block 4, the most economically developed part of Death Island. 

It was a very open and inclusive area, where merchants from any district on Death Island could come to 

trade and exchange all kinds of goods. 

Every merchant who came here would make some money back, there was no such thing as losing 

money. 
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But in order to balance the economic development of the other blocks, all the other blocks, except Block 

4, would control the people from their own blocks before they could come here to do business. 

The supplies that Shen Feng had auctioned off would normally have had to be vetted by the escort, 

which meant that he would have had to pay an exit fee of 20 per cent of the total amount before they 

could be shipped to Block 4 for sale. 

But Shen Feng used the convenience of his own Chamber of Commerce to secretly transport the 

supplies out. 



It is important to know that the materials worth $150 million would have been lost if they had actually 

paid the exit fee. 

It was only through Shen Feng’s careful planning that this huge amount of supplies was delivered to 

Block 4 in batches so that they could make a huge profit. 

When they reached the boat at the pier, only Lin Mo and Shen Feng were left. 

“Say, who told you to auction off that batch of supplies?” 

Shen Feng, however, pretended to look confused, “Mr. Molin, this auction was known to everyone 

before it was held, so there is no need for anyone to specifically tell me.” 

“You have that much money?” 

“I …… I naturally raised it in our Chamber of Commerce, and when we make money, we will all be rich 

together ……” 

“You are really a conscientious person, thinking of getting rich together with everyone.” 

“That’s natural, our Chamber of Commerce’s name isn’t a big wind, it’s much more honest than that 

hypocritical Southern Gang.” 

Shen Feng said with a proud look on his face. 

“It is because you are conscientious people that I have helped you to destroy the deadly Southern 

Gang.” 

Shen Feng exclaimed and secretly celebrated, “So you’re the big shot who exterminated the Southern 

Gang!” 

He himself had previously fought with the Southern Gang for the right to acquire the first twenty blocks, 

but fortunately he had given way to the Southern Gang, otherwise he would have been played out by 

this big shot in front of him by now. 

“Thanks a lot here Mr. Mo Lin, for a dark force like that, this result is to blame.” 

Shen Feng looked at Lin Mo with a few more moments of fear. 

“So how many layers of profit do you share with the Human Snake Organization?” 

“What’s the point of mentioning a bunch of dead people? Dead people can only spend plutonium, 

maple coins can take away?” 

A cold glint flashed across Lin Mo’s eyes, but he returned to normal extremely quickly. 

Shen Feng regretted it after he finished speaking, it was over! He had been set up by Lin Mo! 

“Chairman Shen still knows about China’s plutonium, huh?” 

“I’ve heard others mention it before.” 

Hearing that Lin Mo’s focus was not on the Human Snake Organization, Shen Feng let out a long sigh of 

relief. 



Lin Mo already had an answer in his mind, Shen Feng was someone from China, and definitely had the 

most direct relationship with this batch of Hongmen supplies. 

But at this moment, he could not tear Shen Feng apart to his face, he had to uncover those unknown 

secrets behind Shen Feng’s back. 

Arriving at Block 4 dock. 

I had only heard about the economic prosperity of Block 4 before, but only after arriving here did I 

realise how extravagant the people here could be. 

The area of this block was much smaller than Death Island, but judging from the layout and architecture 

of the streets alone, the value of any one of them could buy all the black market shops in Block 13. 

When they reached the entrance of the block, the soldiers on patrol asked Lin Mo and Shen Feng to 

each pay 100,000 Maple Leaf Coins for a temporary residence permit, similar to the pa*s for Block 13. 

A temporary residence permit cost 100,000, money came so easily. 

With tears in his eyes, Shen Feng took out 200,000 and gave himself and Lin Mo a temporary residence 

permit. 

Only to hear that the soldier who handled it was still complaining about the small amount given! 

“This hundred thousand today can’t even buy these socks for my feet, let alone buy that silk scarf for my 

wife.” 

“There really are too few newcomers coming to the block these days, we’ll have to lower our spending a 

bit, why don’t we just eat at the roadside stalls at night, a meal will be almost 15,000.” 

Shen Feng was directly shocked, his own meal at the Chamber’s most luxurious hotel was only fifty 

thousand, and here a roadside stall could roll up to fifteen thousand? 

At this point the soldier handed them the processed temporary residence card. 

On the square gold-plated card, there were eight big words printed on it: “Visitors from neighbouring 

districts, special care.” 
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What had been a commonplace phrase now appeared on the temporary residence permits in this fourth 

block, and it all smelled different. 

It’s as if everyone who comes from outside Block 4 has come from the slums. 

But one can’t say the same about people here, the sense of superiority is innate and anyone who arrives 

here must not feel superior. 

The way they show off their wealth here is simple and unpretentious, unlike the rich and powerful in 

China, who wear gold and silver and have big gold chains in their super cars …… 



In this affluent part of the island of death, everyone is dressed in everyday clothes and the things they 

use don’t look that expensive, it’s just that the prices here are very high and the consumption level is the 

highest in the entire neighborhood of the island of death. 

So they could not help but feel a sense of sympathy for the outsiders, who already earned so little and 

had to come here to spend high, so they must have encountered some unavoidable difficulties. 

“Mr. Molin, let’s have some food before we look for supplies.” 

Shen Feng rubbed his stomach, from being at the Chamber of Commerce to coming all the way from 

Block 13, he hadn’t eaten a drop of water himself, looking at Lin Mo as if he didn’t need to eat, Shen 

Feng finally couldn’t help himself. 

“It seems you are very rich, why don’t you treat me as a thank you for helping you destroy the Southern 

Gang.” 

“That’s natural, it’s just that I came out in a hurry and didn’t have that much money on me, and I just 

spent 200,000 on a temporary residence permit, so I can only condescend to Mr. Mo Lin to eat a 

roadside stall with me.” 

“I don’t mind what I eat, just pay for it.” 

The corner of Shen Feng’s mouth twitched, suspecting that he had offended the God of Wealth. 

The two of them walked to a roadside stall called “Ten Thousand Yuan” and ordered the two cheapest 

set meals, a bowl of noodles and a plate of pork in sauce for ten thousand Yuan. 

Shen Feng paid another 20,000 yuan in tears, but it was really a “10,000 yuan set meal” …… 

“Boss, pour two cups of plain water.” 

A moment later two cups of exquisite cups were brought to the table, almost three big sips, and it was 

gone! 

“Boss, you don’t even let people drink enough water, change to a bigger cup!” 

Shen Feng was accustomed to being praised in the Chamber of Commerce, drinking all kinds of good 

wine and tea at will, but here he was reduced to drinking free plain water. 

“Two guests, if you want to refill your drinks, you need to apply for a membership card, and in future, 

when you come to our stall, you can drink as much water as you like for free.” 

Shen Feng immediately got angry at hearing this. 

“There’s a charge for plain water? You guys are too unethical, you have no conscience!” 

Unexpectedly, when the stall owner heard this, he changed his previous respectful attitude and 

immediately flipped out. 

“If I hadn’t seen the temporary residence permit on you, I wouldn’t have been happy to give you this 

small cup of plain water, who is it that has no conscience?” 

It turned out that a small gla*s of boiled water was a “special care” for himself. 



“Grandpa, I have plenty of money, I don’t need your charity, here is 50,000, it should be enough to fill 

the membership of your stall!” 

At this moment, the stall owner and the other customers eating at the stall burst into laughter. 

“You think this is a meal at your run-down place, don’t you? Fifty thousand yuan can’t even buy the 

most expensive set meal at my stall, so what’s the point of filling up a bullsh*t membership.” 

Shen Feng immediately looked at the handwritten menu on the stall and flipped to the last page, the 

most expensive set meal at 200,000 yuan a piece! 

Pop, pop, pop! Shen Feng hit his face off guard, he only had 50,000 left in his pocket …… 

He wanted to turn around and borrow some money from Lin Mo to earn back some face, but Lin Mo’s 

figure had long since walked out of the stall tens of meters away. 

“Mr. Molin, why don’t you wait for me.” 

“It’s hard to be looked down upon by others, isn’t it?” 

“I just don’t have enough money on me, it’s not like I can’t really afford to fill up my membership” 

“Don’t try to stall for time, go and find out where that shipment of supplies is going as soon as possible.” 

“Yes, Mr Maureen.” 
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Across a few streets until late afternoon, an ancient castle stands in sight. 

Pale golden rock panels were jaggedly plastered to the walls, and the small courtyard in front of the gate 

was wrapped in bewitching vines of flowers on the iron fence and iron gates. 

“Mr. Molin, this is the end point where I was transporting supplies, you can wait here for a moment 

while I call the door.” 

Shen Feng cautiously watched Lin Mo’s face. 

“Go ahead, you better not play any tricks or else ……” 

Lin Mo casually pinched a tree branch on the side, only to see two fingers gently twisting it, and it 

turned into powder in a moment. 

“Shen Mou wouldn’t dare.” 

Shen Feng walked to the door of the ancient castle in a cold sweat and knocked on the ring on the iron 

door a few times. 

Not long afterwards an old man with silver hair opened the door inside and walked out, but his actual 

age was not that old. 

Seeing Shen Feng standing in front of the door, a sly smile appeared on his face. 



“Elder brother Shen, is there any more business coming in?” 

“Look, someone wants to buy supplies from that previous batch of spices, is there any left?” 

Shen Feng gestured for the old man to look in the direction of the door. 

He only saw Lin Mo, dressed in white, standing outside the door under the old cypress of the upper 

white years, his stance distinctly upright, with an unspeakable heroic aura. 

“There’s not much left, he’ll have to pay this price if he wants to buy it all.” 

The silver-haired old man held out three fingers, meaning that he would need three times the previous 

price to buy it. 

“This is not a master that can be messed with, I advise you to sell it at the original price to save yourself 

from causing any trouble.” 

Shen Feng was afraid of Lin Mo’s strength and helped to keep the price down. 

“There’s no way I can sell it at the original price, I don’t think that person looks like a shabby person 

either, he should be able to afford this amount, you’re really stupid not to earn money.” 

The old man looked like he was lecturing his junior. 

“Then how many percent do you share with me, I’ve suffered a lot bringing him here this time, I won’t 

help you negotiate without five layers of profit.” 

Shen Feng still decided to risk earning a fortune from Lin Mo, after all, the sky-high spending in the past 

few days was almost emptying his own fortune. 

He might not even be able to afford plain water for his next meal. 

“I’ll give you thirty percent at most, three times the price, thirty percent is already quite a lot, enough 

for you to get away with twenty years in Block 13.” 

“But I’m not sure I can negotiate it, from what I’ve seen along the way, that young man is too much of a 

dime to even pay for the water to eat.” 

I didn’t expect the old man to put on a look of certainty. 

“If he didn’t sincerely want it, he wouldn’t have bothered to come to Block 4, and no matter how many 

times I offered, he would have had to admit it.” 

Shen Feng did not mention to the old man that the Block 13 escort had already found out about the 

unknown origin of the goods, he only wanted to take the opportunity to make a fortune and run away 

before he got involved, after all, that goods himself was only the middleman. 

If he told the truth, both the old man and Lin Mo would definitely not let him go, and then he would not 

be left with no money. 

The two men muttered and whispered for a while longer before they walked towards Lin Mo. 



“Brother Molin, I have just asked, they usually sell normally, now as you know, I can’t even afford plain 

water in this Block 4, I really can’t buy this remaining supplies for you ah ……” 

When Shen Feng saw that Lin Mo did not have any response, he thought that Lin Mo did not believe his 

words. 

“Look, I really only have the last 50,000 left, I guess I can’t even afford to pay for a place to stay at night, 

but this batch of supplies is really expensive.” 

Lin Mo looked directly at the silver-haired old man. 

“Old man, it’s fine if you want me to pay three times the money, but I need to inspect the goods first, 

right?” 

“Of course you can, feel free to look around, but there’s not much stock left, so you need to hurry.” 

The old man thought to himself that he had indeed guessed it, this young man was a master at ripping 

off people. 

No, how did he know that he and Shen Feng had just discussed raising the price three times, he 

remembered that he hadn’t told Lin Mo ah, and at that time Lin Mo was more than ten meters away 

from him …… 
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The old man rea*sured himself that he should have misheard. 

Lin Mo’s creation dictate was not cultivated for nothing, not to mention a dozen meters away, even if it 

was 50 meters away, as long as Lin Mo wanted to hear, it was not a matter of straining his ears. 

When he walked into the castle, he saw that all the furniture inside was made of precious wood, and as 

the old man was the only one living alone, most of the furniture was covered with dust cloth. 

Once up the winding staircase to the first floor, there was no more furniture and it was transformed into 

a medium-sized warehouse. 

It was filled with containers of all kinds of pearls and onyx in bulk, as well as some heavy metals, all of 

which could be sold for cash. 

The old man was just piling up such valuable things casually by the warehouse wall like some normal 

goods. 

The old man looked downstairs at the door and made sure there were no other people involved before 

opening the lock. 

After the warehouse door was opened, a nice aroma came to his nose, and Lin Mo could immediately 

tell that the smell was mixed with at least ten kinds of precious spices. 

The old man led Lin Mo to a cargo covered with a dust cloth. “That’s all that’s left.” 

As soon as Lin Mo removed the dust cloth, those boxes were presented in front of him. 



When he opened one box of supplies, the aroma of extremely pure ambergris came to his nose, and 

when he opened another box, it was the precious musk. 

“How about this, the quality of this batch of spices is exceptional, the average person won’t even see it.” 

The old man began to lay out the rarity of this batch of supplies. 

“Is that all that’s left?” Lin Mo’s eyes were worried. 

“What does this young man mean? Is it too little? Do you know that it’s remarkable that you can buy 

just these five tonnes of spices!” 

The old man despised Lin Mo’s arrogance, he was so young and illiterate, a kilogram of spices here could 

be sold for tens of thousands of maple leaf coins! Not to mention the fact that there were five whole 

tons! 

“Where are the other goods that came with this shipment of spices?” 

“Those were sold out long ago, and now there are only five tons of spices left. I wasn’t willing to buy 

such a valuable item, but I can’t really use them all myself. 

Young man, if the price you offer is attractive enough, as an elder I can still bear to part with it.” 

Lin Mo was secretly angry in his heart, the entire 30 tons of supplies of Guangde Hall had been defeated 

by them to the extent that only five tons of spices were left. 

Seeing that Lin Mo looked like he was pondering something, the old man thought that Lin Mo was 

hesitating whether to buy or not. 

“Young man, how about this, I see that you were introduced to me by Elder Brother Shen, so I’ll give you 

a friendly price! 

Originally I was going to sell one tonne at the original price of 65 billion Maple Leaf Coins, now I’ll give 

you a whole 60 billion per tonne, what do you think?” 

Lin Mo thought to himself, a spice originally priced at twenty billion per tonne was now being sold for 

sixty billion, which was really a tripling of the price. 

“Right Mr. Mo Lin, this old brother of mine is also considered a conscientious price, as you know, the 

consumption of this Block 4 is really too high, how can we let his old man earn some profit for his 

retirement ……” 

Shen Feng also added a sentence every now and then, the two of them raised the price in unison, just 

waiting for Lin Mo to pay, then the two of them can divide the profit. 

“Shen Feng, he just gave you 30% of the profit, and you just helped him raise the price like that.” 

The old man once again confirmed that he had not misheard what he had just said, but that Lin Mo had 

heard every word of the conversation he and Shen Feng had just had. 

What was this man’s origin, the old man slightly regretted bringing Lin Mo to the warehouse. 

“Since you heard it all, let’s be frank, at this price, buy or pay, if not forgive me for not giving it away.” 



The old man just wanted to hurry up and end this transaction. 

“This is my own stuff in the first place, why should I pay for it?” 

“It’s a fool’s errand. It’s in my house, so how come it’s yours? Why don’t you say that this castle is also 

yours?” 

The old man felt that Lin Mo’s mind was more or less abnormal. 
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“That can be said, it’s not unreasonable for you to buy down this castle with the money you exchanged 

for that batch of supplies.” 

Lin Mo slyly argued with a serious face, leaving the old man unable to understand his mind, while Shen 

Feng at the side understood more or less. 

It was impossible for Lin Mo to pay this time, this batch of supplies was the same batch that the Human 

Snake Organisation had hijacked at that time. 

Now that he was getting his own supplies back, how could there be any need to pay? 

It was just that this silver-haired old man was not someone to be messed with, so as long as he helped 

the old man subdue Lin Mo, he thought that sharing some of the profits would not be a problem. 

“Little brother, you haven’t woken up yet, have you? I sold that batch of supplies myself, even if I bought 

the entire Block 4, I’m sure it has nothing to do with you.” 

Lin Mo raised his eyebrows, “Does senior really think that this batch of supplies is yours?” 

This question was sent out, which could not help but cause the old man to feel a moment of weakness. 

“I’m not selling it, Elder Shen, send the guest away.” 

The secret in the old man’s heart seemed to have been guessed by Lin Mo, and he did not dare to 

answer Lin Mo’s question again. 

And Shen Feng did not dare to act rashly at this time, as the air pressure around Lin Mo was very heavy, 

and he thought of the crushed tree branch outside the door. 

The old man re-covered the two boxes of spices that Lin Mo had opened, pulled up the dust cloth and 

laid them down, and was about to shoo them away. 

“Does Elder still remember this?” 

Lin Mo took out a piece of shredded cloth from his waist and handed it to the old man, whose pupils 

instantly dilated! 

Only to see the markings of the Hong Clan and Guangde Hall clearly printed on that piece of shredded 

cloth! 



The old man then deliberately put on a calm face and asked Lin Mo, “Where did you get this piece of 

cloth? Who the hell are you?” 

“Senior is so smart, can’t you guess?” Lin Mo sneered. 

“Could it be that you are from Guangde Hall? But I’ve never seen you inside.” The old man’s body had 

begun to tremble! 

“Could it be that you’ve never seen anyone of my age in Guangde Hall?” 

“Someone your own age? Most of the people in Guang De Hall are old men, and there is only one young 

man, and that is Lin Mo, the recently appointed Hall Master of Guang De Hall!” 

The old man suppressed his inner fear and raised his head to look at Lin Mo’s face again, but no, Lin Mo 

didn’t look like this! 

But the aura around that body did have the shadow of Lin Mo, just now I heard Shen Feng call him Mr. 

Mo Lin …… 

Lin Mo! Mo Lin! 

This is clearly the disguised Guangde Hall Master! 

“See the Hall Master!” The old man who suddenly figured it out flung himself down at Lin Mo’s feet with 

a flutter! 

Shen Feng, who was unsure at the side, saw the old man kneel down and also hurriedly followed in 

fright. 

“Since you are from Guangde Hall, why didn’t you send the goods back when you found them and 

actually presumed to take them for yourself!” 

“Hall Master, I was also blinded by lard for a moment, which is why I made such a big mistake ……” 

“Who actually robbed this shipment?” 

“In reply to Hall Master’s words, I was originally the captain of the ship escorting this shipment of 

supplies to Guangde Hall, when I was pa*sing through the waters close to the West Wanxiang Islands, I 

was suddenly hijacked by some large warships with snake heads! 

I thought they were pirates, but their weapons were so powerful that I had to push the lieutenant into 

the water and go to Guangde Hall to give them the news. 

In order not to lose my supplies and to stay alive, I had to fake surrender to them and be taken away by 

them.” 

Lin Mo gritted his teeth, “It really is the Human Snake Organisation again!” 

“Hall Master is right, it was the Human Snake Organisation! The Human Snake Organisation caused a big 

stir when they brought that shipment back to Block 13, I thought you would definitely notice the 

incident and find your way here.” 

“I did track it down to Block 13 and personally ended that Human Snake envoy.” Lin Mo said calmly. 



“So it was really you who overthrew the Human Snake Organisation! I knew there wasn’t a second 

person with that kind of skill! That incident is a legendary existence in the entire 13th block!” 

“Then why didn’t you come and find me at that time and bring back the supplies?” 

Hearing Lin Mo’s question, the captain immediately looked chagrined to the core. 

 


